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Abstract. The core idea of Industrial Internet, Industry 4.0, Smart
Manufacturing and Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) is to utilize Internet of Things (IoT) based technologies and applications for the purpose
of enhanced operations productivity. These IoT technologies and applications help companies to integrate their business as well as their engineering, manufacturing and service processes making their operations more
robust, efficient and sustainable (green) with supreme quality. Switching
cost and openness of the industrial internet (II) platform has many short
and long-term impacts on the end-users’ business. Hence the openness is
often considered to be free or synonymous to open source. The purpose
of this paper is to understand and analyze the impact of II-platform’s
increased openness and its dimensions on switching costs framework. For
empirics and to test the developed framework we conducted a training
and a workshop, where 11 manufacturing and service industry representatives describe the main types of switching costs that would be impacted
because of increased openness of II-platforms. As a managerial implication this new switching cost framework seem to provide a tool to evaluate
the specific preferences and potential positive and negative impacts of II
openness on their respective businesses.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet, Smart Manufacturing, Platforms, Openness, Switching Costs, Lock-in, IIoT, IoT
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Introduction

Industrial Internet or Industry 4.0 utilizes internet of things (IoT) based technologies to combine business and engineering processes improving the production
efficiency, robustness as well as producing high quality products at lower costs.[1,
2] Various Industrial internet or industry 4.0 platforms allow the manufacturing
companies to manage data and information efficiently in order to implement IoT
related technologies to enhance their business and create value for the customers.
[3–5]

Platforms and platform economy has been of increasing academic and industrial interest, both in general as well as in the specific context of industrial
internet. Some common topics in platform research include, platform business
models [6, 7], platform related network effects[6, 8], platform openness [9, 10],
interoperability, lock-in [11], to name few. In the manufacturing companies’ context, platform related openness is considered very important for technology implementation and creating business value.[12–14, 4] This requirement from the
industrial end-users also enforces platform providers to make critical decisions
on platform openness. [15, 12, 5]
Industrial internet platform openness has many benefits for manufacturing
companies such as, enhanced interoperability with different machines because of
open standards, diverse and high end applications made by core as well as third
party developers. Literature primarily discusses about the downsides or risks of
platform openness from the platform supplier or provider perspective and not
from the platform end-user perspective.[12, 16] In our previous work we have
discussed the downsides of industrial internet platform openness for platform
end-users.[4] Lock-in, which is understood to be one of the long-term downside
of openness, can be a result of multiple factors including increased switching
costs. However relatively little is known about the impact of switching costs
in a B2B context. Furthermore the impact of increased openness on switching
costs is also not studied well. Hence, in this paper we apply a multi-dimensional
switching cost concept together with the multi-dimensional openness concept to
evaluate the impact of increased openness for manufacturing companies that use
industrial internet platforms.
We have derived the following research questions to address the identified
research gap related to platform openness and related switching costs especially
in the context of industrial internet platforms’ end-users:
RQ1 What types of switching costs would be perceived impacted by increased
openness of industrial internet platforms?
RQ2 How would increased openness of industrial internet platforms impact
the identified perceived switching costs?
The remainder of the paper is divided into theoretical background, research
methodology and design, results and findings, discussion and conclusions.
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2.1

Theoretical Background
Industrial Internet Platforms and related trends

Today, innovation and value creation is happening more and more digitally and
online. This stands true across all industries, from marketing to manufacturing. The increasing pace of this development can be credited to some extent to
the available infrastructure, on which digital offerings and applications are built
upon. This development is commonly referred to as platform economy.[17] In
this paper we follow the platform definition by [18], that defined industry platforms as “products, services, or technologies developed by one or more firms,

that serve as foundations upon which a larger number of firms can build further complementary innovations and potentially generate network effects.” In
essence, platforms provide a structure to utilize connectivity (through the internet), analytics (computational resources) and data.
Platforms can be designed narrowly for a specific purpose or industry. However, in this paper, we focus on platforms that can be utilized on an eco-system
level across different industries and/or purposes. These platforms have in common that they allow a variating degree of customization and openness towards,
e.g., third party developers. Platforms in an industrial setting are often used in
unison with paradigms like Industrial Internet, Industry 4.0, Internet of Things
(IoT), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Smart Manufacturing. [19] argue that
Industrial Internet Platforms are one of the key enabling technologies for Smart
Manufacturing Systems. Industrial Internet Platforms can be used to access,
store, aggregate and analyze data from a variety of sources in a manufacturing
environment (e.g., machine tools, sensors, ERP or MES systems) as well as provide access to data to dedicated applications and services throughout the smart
factory and beyond. One major aspect of high relevance to industrial end-users is
the openness of a platform (see following chapter) and the impact on the (direct
and indirect) switching costs associated with it.

2.2

Industrial Internet Platform Openness

From the literature, we can see that platforms are not just open or closed, they
belong on a continuum between open and close.[20, 14, 21, 22, 4] Manufacturing
companies need to select the right industrial internet platform in order to attain
optimal openness between their customers, suppliers, sub-contractors and partners. Eisenmann et al. 2009 [23] defined that a platform is “open”, as long as,
1) no restrictions are placed on participation in its development, commercialization or use; or 2) any restrictions, for example, requirements to conform with
technical standards or pay licensing fees, are reasonable and non-discriminatory,
that is, they are applied to all the potential platform participants. [23] This is
applicable to all the actors participating in the use and propagation of the platform. These platform actors are divided into three categories; 1) Demand-side
user (end-users of the platform) 2) Supply-side users (application developers in
the platform) 3) Platform providers and sponsors (platform companies).[15, 18,
13, 4]
Platform openness is divided into three broader dimensions keeping the above
mentioned platform actors in mind and then further divided into sub-dimensions,
which results into a multi-dimensional framework for platform openness. [22,
4] The impact of industrial internet platform openness on platform providers’
strategy and platform end-users’ strategy has been discussed in our previous
work using the same openness framework mentioned above. [22, 4]

2.3

Platform openness and switching costs

Some of the major effects of platform openness decisions are related to the interoperability (of platform users), network effects, as well as transaction costs
and switching costs.[18, 15, 24, 22] Choosing an optimal level of platform openness is crucial for companies that design and maintain the platforms (e.g. [12,
23, 25]), as well as companies that use those platforms [13]. In determining the
level and type of openness, switching costs are one approach that can be utilized
to understand especially the longer-term impacts of openness [13, 11].
Blut et al. [26] define switching costs as “the customer’s perception of the
magnitude of additional costs required to conclude the current relationship, and
secure an alternative supplier.” However, they state that relatively little is known
about the relevance of switching costs, yet, particularly in industrial and B2B
markets. Furthermore, switching costs should be seen in B2B-context as a multifaceted construct.[26] Thus, part of the novelty of this study is derived from the
use of multi-dimensional switching cost concept, and reflecting the importance of
platform openness from the perspective of individual switching cost components
in the relatively little studied industrial B2B context, as well as the little studied
perspective of industrial internet platform use, and the platform user perceptions
on the impact of openness to switching costs. We present the multi-dimensional
openness (see [4] for details) versus the multi-dimensional switching costs (see
[26] for details) evaluation framework in Table 1.
Table 1. Platform openness [4] and switching cost framework [26]
Procedural

Switching Costs
Financial

Relational
Brand relationship
Uncertainty Search Training Setup Sunk Lost performance
Personal relationship
and psychological
costs
costs costs
costs costs costs
and psychological costs
costs
Access to
information
Cost of access
Control in
terms of rules
to use the
platform
Core
Application developer developers
Extension or
related openness
Openness
3rd party
Dimensions
developers
Data
aggregators
Proprietary
model
Provider or sponsor
Licensing
related openness
model
Joint venture
model
Shared model
End-user related
openness

On the supplier side, significant part of management practices and tactics
are often aimed at increasing switching costs, for instance through introducing
loyalty schemes or offering unique customer solutions. It is rather commonly
experienced that increased openness is generally something positive when viewed
from the perspective of platform users: from the perspective of platform users

and related switching costs, platform openness can e.g. allow the end users to
reduce the switching cost to an alternative platform, thus allowing the end users
to avoid a lock-in to the used platform ([27]).
One challenge with the proper understanding of the role of switching costs,
as well as the impact of openness to switching costs is related to the nature
of switching costs developing and often increasing in the course of time (see
e.g. [26]). It has also been demonstrated that users have a tendency to fail to
anticipate the impact of future switching costs, while having a preference of
minimizing immediate costs, and thus, this leading to lock-in. Furthermore, due
to common difficulty of anticipating future switching costs, as well as the manydimensionality of both openness and switching cost concepts, it may be difficult
for a platform user to identify the multitude and the importance of different
impacts of openness to switching costs, especially in the long run.
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Research Methodology and Design

The empirical material for this paper stems from a qualitative questionnaire,
training and workshop of eleven manufacturing and service companies. The material and data were collected in February, 2018. The logic of the data collection
resembles that of a multiple case study.[28] Table 2 describes the industry focus
and the role of the respondent in the company.
Table 2. Information on companies
Company

Company A
Company B
Company C
Company D
Company E
Company F
Company G
Company H
Company I
Company J

Industry
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing

Role of the respondent
Production Director
Production Manager
Production Manager
Vice President
Manufacturing
Sourcing
Manufacturing
Production Manager
Supply Chain
Manufacturing
Project Manager
Manufacturing
Supervisor
Manufacturing
Program Manager
Business Operations
Industrial Service
Senior Manager
Media Company
-

We collected data following methods; 1) a qualitative questionnaire was sent
to the eleven participants three working days before the training and workshop.
This is because we wanted to understand: a) the level of general knowledge of the
participants about the platform economy and its characteristics and b) what are
the platforms of industrial internet the participating companies are applying for

their operations and services, and 2) an in-depth qualitative training and workshop was executed of the platform economy. All participants who participated
the questionnaire, training and workshop work as senior operations manager positions of participating companies. Furthermore, separate discussions about the
platform economy and its characteristics were conducted with the participants
during the training and the workshop. In this paper we will present results only
from the workshop, i.e. point 2), which focuses on the switching cost framework.
The qualitative training and workshop were conducted in a structured way:
first, the participants received a three-hour introduction to the topic of platform
economy and its characteristics; second, the participants received and 30min introduction to the switching cost analysis model and to its characteristics; third,
the participants executed the switching cost analysis from the openness perspective as an individual task. The analysis took 60min and iterative discussions were
allowed to take place during the analysis between the two instructors and the
participants. The data collected in training and workshops were supplemented
and elaborated through the feedback collected after the training and workshop
by the organizers.
During the workshop, the participants were introduced to the switching cost
and openness framework, presented in Table 1. They were asked to evaluate the
switching costs that would be impacted if individual sub-dimensions of openness
were significantly more opened up either by their own platform or a new platform. Once they finished pointing out the switching costs, they were asked to
give a +H to the switching costs that would have a maximum impact on their
business and give a reason next to every +H that they mark.
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Results and Findings

In this section, we report the results of our initial workshop focusing on switching
costs in conjuncture with our Industrial Internet Platform Openness Framework.
The results are based on the data provided by ten participants with variating
backgrounds regarding their companies and II platforms used. In this section,
the results are strictly reported and not interpreted. An interpretation of the
results and a detailed discussion with regard to the initial research question,
including possible limitations of the study, is presented in the following section.
We merged the answers that the individual participants provided within the
framework table depicted in Table 1 in a combined table (Table 3). This allowed
us to see general patterns that emerged across the different participants feedback.
However, before describing emerging patterns, we will present general results. It is noticeable that each participant, all of them working with different
platforms in their daily life, have identified multiple areas where openness relates
to switching cost.
The two individual cross sections with the overall highest response count
are at the intersection of the openness sub-dimension ‘Access to information’
and procedural switching costs category ‘Setup Costs’ with 10 total responses
as well as ‘Access to information’ and ‘Training Costs’ with 9 total responses.

The same ranking occurs when only counting individual ‘high impact’ responses,
with a score of 5 for ‘Access to information’/ ‘Setup Costs’ and 4 for ‘Access to
information’/‘Training Costs’.
After merging the individual answers of the participants in one template,
several patterns within the answers emerged . One very prominent pattern
is that the openness dimension ‘End-User related openness’ received the most
attention with a combined total of 80 selected boxes across the participants. The
second openness dimension ‘Application Developer related openness’ is a close
second in total number of 68 selected boxes. The third and final openness dimension, ‘Provider or Sponsor related openness’ lags behind with only 32 reported
correlations. In this sense, it is also noteworthy that while all 10 participants
have a minimum of 6 (dimension 1) and 3 (dimension 2) ticked boxes while a
total of four participants reported no impact for dimension 3.
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14

4
1 (one +H)

1
1

1

1

8

1
1
2
1 (one +H)

4 (one +H)

15

1

3
2

2

1
1
2 (one +H)

26

27
3

2
4

5
4

2 (one +H)
4
5 (one +H)

5 (one +H)

22
2
3 (one +H)
1 (one +H)
2
2

42

16

2
1
2

3
6
3

10
(five +H)
4 (one +H)

Provider or
sponsor
related openness

Application
developer
related openness
Openness
Dimensions

End-user related
openness

Access to
4
5
9 (four +H)
information
Cost of access 1 (one +H)
5
3
Control in
terms of rules
2
2
8 (two +H)
to use the
platform
Core
4
5 (one +H)
developers
(one +H)
Extension or
2
3rd party
3
5
(one +H)
developers
Data
4
2
2 (one +H)
aggregators
(one +H)
Proprietary
1
1
1
model
Licensing
1
3
1
model
Joint venture
1
2
model
Shared model
1
1

Training
costs
Uncertainty Search
costs
costs

Procedural

Setup
costs

Switching Costs
Financial

Relational
Brand relationship
Total
Sunk Lost performance
Personal relationship
and psychological
costs costs
and psychological costs
costs

Table 3. Results from the workshop

Ranked 1 in High Impact on business responses
Ranked 2 in High Impact on business responses
Ranked 1 in responses to openness dimensions
Ranked 2 in responses to openness dimensions
Ranked 3 in responses to openness dimensions
No responses

Looking closer at the openness sub-dimension level, there is a clear preference
visible with the first openness sub-dimension ‘Access to information’ receiving
a total of 42 responses with openness sub-dimensions five - ‘Extension or 3rd
party developers, and four - ‘Core developers’ accumulate 27 and 26 responses
respectively. The highest score of any individual sub-dimension within openness
dimension 3 is achieved by ‘Licensing Model’ with 14 responses, making up
almost half of the total responses for this dimension.
It has to be noted that there are two intersections of between openness dimension and switching costs category standing out. Openness dimension one
‘End-User related openness’ and ‘Procedural Switching Costs’ have the most
‘high impact’ +H responses with a count of 13. Followed by the intersection of
openness dimension two ‘Application Developer related openness’ with the same
switching cost category scoring a total of 8 ‘high impact’ responses.
Another interesting pattern that emerging from the accumulated data is that
the openness sub-dimension ‘Cost of access’ has no reported correlation with
‘Relational Switching Cost’. Similarly, the participants reported no correlation of
the openness sub-dimension ‘Data aggregators’ with ‘Financial Switching Costs’.
The participants were asked to provide reasoning for their top-three
‘high impact’ cross-sections of openness related switching cost. We clustered
and condensed the individual reasons to provide an overview of the reported
impacts. Switching the platform to more open would mostly affect the set-up
cost as well as training costs of the company. Typically, these terms set-up cost
and training cost denote money and time used as an investment to benefit the
company (for more information about the training costs see [29]). In our study
the respondents considered that set-up cost and training cost would be quite
high or high for their companies. They also considered that companies sometimes
have difficulties in obtaining financial resources for such cost, especially training.
Additionally, the openness of the platform would lead to even higher set-up cost
and training cost.
Hence, the respondents considered that set-up cost and training cost also
add value for the company (it is not always a bad thing one of the respondents
said) and will lead to higher licensing revenues from the platform. They also
identified new opportunities for larger indirect network effects by implementing
shared revenue business models. Adding developers to the platform would lead
to even larger indirect network effects (more developers make the platform better
another respondent said). Furthermore, a more open platform, from the end user
perspective, allow companies to get much more innovations out of it such as new
data, new knowledge and new patents. However, sometimes openness might lead
to higher search cost, lost performance, lost competence and for more varied
systems architecture.
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Discussion and Conclusions

It can be seen from Table 3 that the overall procedural costs get impacted
by increased openness of end-user related openness and application developer
related openness dimensions. Procedural costs are associated with the costs that
involve time and effort in searching, adopting and using a new platform as well
as the uncertainty associated with the new platform. On increasing openness
for end-user related dimension certain procedural costs (for example setup and
training costs) increase to an extent that they have a significant impact on the
platform end-user’s business. This happens because the end-user manufacturing
company incurs costs with respect to setting up either new servers, databases
or systems related to the new platform. There is also an additional training cost
associated with the features of the new platform. Similarly, increased openness
for application developer related dimension also has a substantial impact on
procedural costs. New applications can mean concentrated effort and investment
on infrastructure as well as training the personnel on how to efficiently use
these applications. Hence, it is important to understand that increased access to
data, better control over the use of the platform and increase in the number of
applications can increase the switching costs significantly in long term.
One of the various findings of this study was that increased openness for
access to information was commonly perceived to increase the switching costs
related to training and setup costs. This means access to more data and information, which can result into investments in infrastructure as well as training
the personnel. None of the respondents consider increased openness towards
cost of access, i.e. cost of the platform usage reduces, will impact the relational
switching costs. This means that for industrial manufacturing companies it is
the access to data and information that is more vital when compared to the
cost of access to the platform. Another interesting finding of the study was that
if the openness towards 3rd party developers would increase then some of the
perceived procedural costs will have a significant impact. The is because it is the
3rd party developers or application developers, in general, that create business
opportunities for the platform end-users by developing novel applications. Hence,
if the openness increases for 3rd party developers then more applications will be
developed on the platform motivating the end-user to stay on the platform for
a long time and therefore, increasing the switching costs.
There are several limitations that need to be mentioned regarding the nature
of this study and the conclusions drawn. One limitation is the size and setup of
the group surveyed. While all participants have some form of experience with
industrial internet platforms, they are all from different companies and serve
in different roles. This might result in a bias in the answers provided. Another
limitations might be inherited in the framework itself. Given the time limit of
60min for the whole exercise, the participants might spend more time on the top
part of the matrix and rush through the later parts. This might have an effect on
the number of responses for the different parts (higher for earlier parts, lower for
later parts). The complexity of the framework itself and the explanation given

to the participants can also be perceived as a possible limitation that should be
taken into consideration when interpreting the results.
It is imperative that the managers while making an industrial internet platform selection take into consideration, not only, the benefits of openness but also
the long term risks or downsides. Openness versus the switching costs framework
gives an indication towards long term lock-in. It was observed in our workshop
that the managers were interested to learn new kinds of costs related to switching that their company would incur if the selection is made purely based on the
positives of increased openness. It is important that the managers in collaboration with different users of the platform in the company make the decision
related to the impacts of openness on their business.
As part of the future studies, it would be interesting to interview multiple
people from the same company, involved in platform strategy as well as platform
usage related senior roles. After understanding the role of switching costs towards
lock-in, it would be beneficial to understand the role of different factors, such
as, network effects, transaction costs, interoperability and others.
Overall, openness in industrial internet platform brings many benefits in
short and long term but understanding the long term risks such as lock-in related
switching costs gives us an understanding that openness is not always ”free” as
it is perceived occasionally.
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